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ABSTRACT 
A majorization ordering is defined on matrices with the same row and column 
sums. This ordering is used as an ordering of dependence for contingency tables. 
Results are derived for maximal and minimal matrices with respect to the majorization 
ordering. This theory can be used to maximize and minimize Schur concave functions 
defined over matrices, when there are row and column sum constraints; in this paper, 
it is applied to the algorithm of Mehta and Pate1 (1983) for finding the P-value of 
Fisher’s exact test. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a majorization ordering is defined for matrices with the 
same row and column sum vectors. This generalizes vector majorization and 
can be viewed as constrained vector majorization. When the matrix elements 
are nonnegative integers, this ordering can be interpreted as an ordering of 
dependence for two-dimensional contingency tables. 
Consider an r x c contingency table with nonnegative integer entries nij, 
row totals Ri, column totals Cj, and grand total T =C:,lRi =I;=, Cj. The 
rows and columns may represent categories that cannot be ordered. Assuming 
independence of rows and columns, the probability of observing N = ( ni j), 
conditioned on row and column totals, is 
fi Iii! fi Cj! 
I 
T!nnij!. (1) 
i=l j=l i,j 
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The log likelihood ratio for testing independence of rows and columns is 
~RilogRi+~CjlogCj-TlogT-~n,jlogn,j, 
t j i.j 
where by convention x log x = 0 if r = 0. From results in Sections 3.D and 
JOE 
(2) 
3.E of Marshall and Olkin [3], (1) and (2) are Schur concave functions of the 
n, j’s, that is, decreasing with respect to the majorization ordering. 
The majorization ordering for matrices is defined and discussed in Section 
2. In Section 3, results are obtained for the maximal and minimal matrices 
with respect to the majorization ordering. The theory developed in this 
section can be used to maximize and minimize Schur concave functions 
defined over matrices, when there are row and column sum constraints. 
Section 4 mentions how the results on maximal and minimal matrices can be 
applied to the algorithm of Mehta and Pate1 [4] for finding the P-value of 
Fisher’s exact test. 
2. MAJORIZATION AND CONSTRAINED MAJORIZATION 
Definitions of majorization and Schur concavity are given below; equiv- 
alent definitions of majorization are given in [3]. 
DEFINITION. Let x =(x,,. . . , x,,) and y = (yi,. . . , y,) be vectors in g”, 
,,l 
Then x majorizes y (written x > y) if 
k k 
C '[iI> C Y[i]> k=l,...,n-1, 
i=l i=l 
and 
i=l i=l 
where xL1]> ... >xtnl and yL1]>/ ... >-z[,,]. A function 9: gn -9 is 
Schur concave if G(X) < +(y) whenever x > y; (p is Schur convex if - + is 
Schur concave. 
For a r x c matrix X, let X* be the m-dimensional vector consisting of 
the TC elements of X in a nonincreasing order. Constrained majorization for 
matrices is defined next. 
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DEFINITION. Let X=(xij) and Y=(yij) be ~XC matrices with the 
same row and column sum vectors, that is, Cjxi j = Cjyi j for i = 1,. . . , T and 
I,, 111 
Eixij=Ciyij for j=l,..., c.ThenXmajorizesY(writtenX>Y)ifX*>Y*. 
If $I is a real-valued function defined on r X c matrices, then + is Schur 
111 
concave if +(X) < $(Y) whenever X > Y. 
This matrix ordering can be applied to contingency tables or to discrete 
bivariate distributions. 
(a) If the matrix elements represent call frequencies in a contingency 
table, then the constrained majorization ordering can be interpreted as an 
ordering of dependence among contingency tables with the same row and 
column sums. For example, 
By the Schur concavity of (1) N3 is more likely than N, under model of 
independence, and N, in turn is more likely than Nr. 
(b) If the matrix elements represent probabilities, then the constrained 
majorization ordering can be interpreted as an ordering of dependence among 
discrete bivariate distributions with the same row and column marginal 
distributions. For example, 
[ 0.4  0.3 1 0 .2 1 3 [ 0.3 1 0.2 0 .2 1 ;t L 0.2 0.2 0.1 1 .
This ordering is different from the dependence ordering of concordance of 
Tchen [5] because the rows and columns need not represent categories that 
can be ordered. 
REMARK A. The above definition of matrix majorization is different from 
those in Chapter 15 of [3]. 
REMARK B. Sometimes it is easy to see that X majorizes Y because X 
rowwise major&s Y, or X columnwise major&s Y, or both. By rowwise 
majorization, we mean that each row of X majorizes the corresponding row of 
Y; columnwise majorization is defined similarly. For example, in (3), N, both 
rowwise and columnwise majorizes N,, and Ni rowwise majorizes N, but 
does not columnwise majorize N,. 
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REMARK C. It is possible that X majorizes Y but neither rowwise 
majorizes nor columnwise majorizes Y, for example, 
12 0 4 0 0 8 1 2 1 ; [ 1 8 5 2 1  0 0 0 I 
REMARK D. Note that this ordering is invariant under transposing and 
under permutations of rows and columns. That is, if X ? Y, then 
x*3 YT 
n1 
and P,XP, > P,YP, 
for all r X r permutation matrices P, and all c X c permutation matrices Pz. 
3. MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL MATRICES 
DEFINITION. Let S be a subset of the real line 9, and let X be a matrix 
with elements in S. X is a minimal (ma&n&) matrix over S if for any other 
matrix Y with elements in S such that X T Y( X 1 Y ), then X * = Y *. 
Note that a Schur concave function defined over r X c matrices with 
elements in S is maximized at a minimal r X c matrix over S when there are 
row and column sum constraints. 
In this section, we obtain results for minimal matrices over the reals and 
over the integers, and for maximal matrices over the nonnegative reals. For 
the remainder of this section, “maximal” will mean “maximal over the 
nonnegative reals,” and “minimal” will mean “minimal over the reals” or 
“minimal over the integers.” The meaning of “minimal” will be clear from 
the context because X = (xi j) is used to denote a real matrix and N = ( ni j) is 
used to denote an integer matrix. Also, it is assumed that the row and column 
dimensions of a matrix are r and c respectively (r 2 2, c >, 2) and that the 
row and column sum vectors are (R,, . . . , R,) and (C,, . . . , C,) respectively. 
For the maximality results, the Ri’s and Cj’s are positive reals; for the 
minimality results they are either reals or integers. Because of Remark (D) in 
Section 2, there is no loss in generality in assuming something such as R 1 >, C, 
or R,>, -*. >,R,. 
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THEOREM 1 (Necessary condition for a minimal matrix). 
(a) A minimal (real) matrix X = (xii) must satisfy xij >, xki for all j if 
Ri 2 R,, and xii >, xik for all i if Cj > C,. 
(b) A minimal (integer) matrix N = ( ni j) must satisfy ni j > nkj - 1 for 
all j if Ri > R,, and nij >, nik - 1 for all i if Ci > C,. 
Proof. (a): We prove the necessary condition for the columns; the 
condition for the rows then follows by transposing X. If the columns of X are 
not all ordered according to the ordering of the Ri’s, then there exist i, k, j, 1 
such that Ri > R,, xii < xkj, xii > x,+ Let a = i min{ xkj - xii, ril - xkl}. 
The matrix with xii, xkj, xii, xkl replaced respectively by xi j + a, x k j - a, xi I 
- a, xk, + a is smaller with respect to majorization. 
(b): The proof is similar to the proof of (a). n 
REMARK. It is easy to check that a contingency table N = (n, j) satisfies 
the condition in part (b) of Theorem 1 if each n, j is within 1 of RiCj/T. The 
matrix (R ,C,./T) consists of the expected cell frequencies in a model of 
independence of rows and columns, conditioned on the row and column 
sums. It is shown in a corollary to Theorem 7 that the matrix X = (R,C,./T) 
is a minimal matrix. 
EXAMPLE. 
satisfies the necessary condition. By Theorem 8 below, N is a unique minimal 
matrix. 
REMARK. The condition for X given in Theorem 1 is sufficient only if 
r = 2 or c = 2. A counterexample with r > 3, c 2 3 is 
A weak sufficient condition for minimahty is given in Theorem 7 below. 
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THEOREM 2. A sufficient condition for a 2 x c (or r x 2) matrix X to be 
minimal is xii > xkj for all j if Ri > R,, and xii > x,~ for all i if Cj > C,. 
Proof. Suppose R, > R,, C, > . . > C,., and the elements of X are 
decreasing (nonincreasing) along rows and columns. Let Y # X be an arbi- 
trary matrix with row sums Ri and column sums Cj. We want to show that 
))1 
X zc Y. By Theorem 1, there exists a matrix 
X’= 
[ 
xll+d, ... Xlc + dc 
x21 
_d, . . . 
% - d, 1 
with Crd, = 0 such that Y 7 X’ and the elements of X’ are decreasing along 
rows and columns (take Y = X’ if Y satisfies this condition). It is enough to 
771 
show that X 2 X’ for all possible choices of d j’s, where not all of them are 
zero. 
Assume dj+ 0, j = l,..., c, because if d j = 0 then the j th column can be 
deleted without affecting the ordering of X and X’. If d 1 > 0, then xrr < xl1 
+d, and XT.‘, and if d,>O, then xgc>xg,-d, 
111 
and X>X (in 
particular, if c=2, then d,>O or d,= -d,>O). If c>3, d,<O, and 
d c cc 0, then Cy- ‘d j > 0. Let s < c - 1 be the smallest integer k > 1 such that 
xfd j > 0. Then Zfd j < 0, k = 1,. . . , s - 1, and Cid j > 0, k = 1,. . . , s. Suppose 
xrs is the mth largest (s < m < m largest 
elements in X is CSxlj +C;I-%aj. This is less than 
2 dj, 
1 1 n1 ~ s + 1 
which in turn is less than or equal to the sum of the m largest elements in X’. 
t,, 
Hence X ;b X’. n 
We now obtain results for maximal matrices over the nonnegative reals, 
starting with 2 X 2 matrices. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose r = c = 2, R, > R,, C, > C,. Then the maximal 
matrix is 
[; R’R,C’] if R,>C, 
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and 
[ ,,“‘,, JJ if R,G Cl. 
Proof. Suppose R, >, C,. Let X be a nonnegative real matrix with row 
and column sums R,, R,, C,, C,. Then 
The proof when R, < C, is similar. W 
THEOREM 4 (Necessary condition for a maximal matrix). Zf X is a 
maximal r x c matrix, then evey s&matrix of X contains a line (row or 
column) with at most one positive element, and X has between max{ r, c} 
and r + c - 1 positive elements. 
Proof. Suppose X does not satisfy the condition of the theorem. Then 
there is a submatrix A of X that contains at least two positive elements in 
each row and column. Furthermore, there is a square m X m (m 2 2) 
submatrix of A which can be row and column permuted to a matrix B = (bij) 
satisfying the following: 
If 
If 
(9 hl is a maximum element of A, 
(ii) B is positive on the diagonal and superdiagonal, 
(iii) b,,, . . . , b,, are all zero if m > 3, 
(iv) b,,,i is positive; bm2,. . . , b,, mu 1 are all zero if m > 3. 
m = 3, then B has the form 
m = 2, then B consists of four positive elements; by Theorem 3, B can be 
majorized. If m >, 3, consider the submatrix 
b bl, I1 
[ 1 b 0 ml 
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of B. If b,, > b,i, then this matrix is majorized by 
bufbrn, b,,-bm, 
0 b ’ ml 1 
If b,, G b,,l, then it is majorized by 
h,+b,, 0 
bnl-blz 1 b,, . 
Hence X cannot be a maximal matrix, because every submatrix of a maximal 
matrix must be maximal (with respect to its row and column sums). 
If x satisfies the condition of the theorem, then by Sections 1 to 3 of 
Jurkat and Ryser [2], X contains at most r + c - 1 positive elements. n 
REMARK A. By the results of Jurkat and Ryser [2] and Brualdi [l], an 
r x c maximal matrix X is an extreme point in the convex class of nonnega- 
tive r X c real matrices with the row and column sum vectors of X. The 
extreme points Y with row sums (R,, . . . , R,) and column sums (C,, . . . , C,) 
can be constructed via the following algorithm: 
(i) Set Ri+Ri, i=l,..., T; C;+Cj, j=l,..., c, 
(ii) Select a position (i, j) with R: > 0 and C; > 0; define yij = 
min{ R:,C;}. 
(iii) If R: < C;, then yij = R:. Define yik = 0 if k z j and Cl > 0; rede- 
fine Ci +- C; - R:, R: + 0. 
(iv) If R: > C;, then yij = C;. Define ykj = 0 if k # i and R; > 0; rede- 
fine Ri + R: -C;, C;+- 0. 
(v) If R: = CJ', then define yik = 0 if k # i and Cl > 0, and define ykj = 0 
if k#j and R;>O. Redefine R:+O, Ci+O. 
(vi) Go to step (ii) if not all the R{ and Ci are zero. 
This procedure takes at most r + c - 1 iterations. 
REMAFCK B. In Theorems 5 and 6 below, more specific necessary condi- 
tions are obtained for r X c maximal matrices. At most min{ r, c} choices 
need to be considered in the first iteration of the algorithm given in Remark 
A. The choices in the remaining iterations follow inductively by repeatedly 
appealing to Theorems 5 and 6 for the resulting submatrices. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose r = 2, R,> R,, C, > .. . >, C,, c> 3. Let X = 
(xii) be a maximal matrix with these row and column sums: 
(a) Z.C, 2 R,, then 
(b) ZfR,>C,>R2>C2, thenx,,=C, OI-X~~=R~. 
(c) ZfR,>C,> ... 2 C, > R,, k > 2, then xl1 = C,. 
(d) ZfR,>,Rz>,C1, thenx,,=C, orxzl=C1. 
Proof. The matrix given in (a) is maximal because each of its column is 
maximal-see Theorem 8. By Theorem 4, a maximal matrix has at most c + 1 
positive elements and hence at most one column with two positive elements. 
Suppose R 1 z C,. Let Y = ( yi j) be a matrix with row sums (R,, R,) and 
column sums (C,,..., C,) and with exactly one positive element in each 
column from 2 to C. If Y satisfies yii 2 y,, > 0, then Y can be majorized as 
follows. Choose j, < . * * < j, (m >, 1) such that yljk = Cjk, k = 1,. . . , m, 
S = Cr;-‘Cj, ( y21, LyCjk >, yzl. Then 
yI1 cj, *  . Cj”, 1 c 0 . . . 0 ‘iv, + ’- Y21 
y21 0 . *. 0 I[ O ‘j, . ’ . 'j.,- , Y21 -S 
(*) 
and hence Y can be majorized. The proofs of (b), (c) and (d) use this 
argument. 
(b): Suppose X has c + 1 positive elements and xl1 Z Cl. If xl1 > xzl, 
then X can be majorized as in ( * ). If xi1 c xZ1 d R,, then 
XT 
Cl-R2 C, ... C, 
I R, 0 ... 0 ’ 
(c): By the proof of part (b), a maximal matrix X must satisfy xl1 = Cl or 
x 21 = R,. But 
C,-R, C, ... C, m Cl C,-R, C, ... 1 < [ C, R, 0 9.. 0 0 R, 0 ’ . . . 0.1
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(d): Suppose X has c + 1 positive elements and xii f C,, xsi # C,. If 
xi1 > xsi, then X can be majorized as in (*). If xii < rsi, then X can be 
majorized as in ( * ) by interchanging rows 1 and 2. n 
THEOREM 6 (Stronger necessary condition for a maximal matrix). Sup- 
pose R,>, ... >,R,, c,> .*. >c,, R,aC,, r 2 3, c>,3. Let X be a 
maximal matrix with these row and column sums. 
(a) ZfR,_,aC1, T>C-1, c>,3, then X is unique and x~.~,~=C~, 
x c-2,2 =c2 ,..., xl,c-l=cc-l. 
(b) VC,> R,-1, r > c >, 3, then x1 j = Cj for some 1~ j < c - 1. 
(c) Zf c >, T >, 3, then xi1 = min{ Ri, C,} for some 16 i < r. 
Proof. This depends on two lemmas and is given in the appendix. n 
REMARK. Note that a maximal matrix (over positive reals) with positive 
integer row and column sums has integer elements. 
EUMPLE 1 
are maximal matrices with row sums (12,8) and column sums (9,6,5). 
EXAMPLE 2. 
29 2 0 
0 16 0 
0 2 10 
] and [ii ‘! li] 
are maximal matrices with row sums (31,16,12) and column sums (29,20,10). 
EXAMPLE 3. 
11 0 0 0 6 0 8 0 8 1 8 8 0 0 
0 8 0 6 11 0 0 0 3, 0 0 0 8 6 
0 8 2 0 0 8 0 1 I[ 2 10 0 0 1 
are maximal matrices with row sums (17,14,10) and column sums (11,8,8,8,6). 
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THEOREM 7 (Sufficient condition for maximality and minimality). Sup- 
pose +(X) is a strictly Schur concave function- that is, 
+(Y,)>$(Y,) if Y,? Yz and Y:+Y,*. 
Then X is a minimal (maximal) matrix if it maximizes (minimizes) + subject 
to row sums Ri and column sums Cj. 
Proof. By contradiction. n 
COROLLARY. X = (RiCj/T) is a minimal matrix (where the Ri’s and 
Cj’s are positive and T = CR,.) 
Proof. G(X) = - xxii log xii satisfies the condition of Theorem 7. By 
the Lagrange multiplier method, + is maximized at xii = RiCj/T subject to 
xjxij = Ri, Cixij = Cj, xii >, 0. 1 
COROLLARY. X = (Ri/c + Cj/r - T/rc) is a minimal matrix. 
Proof. By the Lagrange multiplier method, xi j = R i /c + Cj/r - T/rc 
maximizes G(X) = - Z:xFj subject to row and column sum constraints. n 
THEOREM 8 (Uniqueness). X is a unique minimal matrix (that is, the 
corresponding X* is unique) if X is rowwise (or columnwise) major&d by 
Y for all Y (with the row and column sums of X). Similarly, X is a unique 
maximal matrix if X rowwise (or columnwise) majorizes Y for all Y. 
Proof. This follows trivially from the definitions of rowwise and column- 
wise majorization. n 
REMARK. A unique minimal matrix (over the integers) exists only if 
column sums (or row sums) do not differ much. 
4. APPLICATION TO THE ALGORITHM OF MEHTA AND PATEL 
The network algorithm of Mehta and Pate1 [4] involves the maximum and 
minimum of (1) for different values of r, c, the Ri’s, and the Cj’s. Mehta and 
Pate1 [4] find the maximum and minimum only in the case where the column 
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sums are all the same; otherwise they obtain an upper bound for the 
maximum and a lower bound for the minimum. From the results in Section 3, 
the maximum of (1) occurs at a minimal matrix and the minimum of (1) 
occurs at a maximal matrix. If r, c, the Ri’s, and the Cj’s are “small,” then all 
matrices satisfying the necessary condition (in Theorem 1) can be enumerated 
and the maximum occurs at one of these. If r, c, the Ri’s, and the Cj’s are 
“large,” then by using a first-order approximation to the digamma function 
d log I( z)/& in the Lagrange multiplier method for maximizing [Iii, jr( x, j 
+ l)] - i, the maximum of (1) occurs at n, j G R iCj /T. Theorems 5 and 6 can 
be used to find maximal matrices; if r > c, then at most crpc{ (c - 1)!}2 
matrices satisfy the necessary conditions and the minimum of (1) occurs at 
one of these. 
When the column sums are different, the bounds on the maximum and 
minimum given by Mehta and Pate1 [4] can be quite poor. For example, if 
(R,, R,, Rs)= (8,4,3) and (C,, C,,C,)= (6,5,4), the minimum of (1) is 
0.0000444 and the maximum is 0.0639; the bounds are 0.0000148 and 1.2787 
respectively. Use of the actual maximums and minimums, when these can be 
easily found, will decrease the amount of computing needed in determining 
the P-value. 
Finally, we remark that Theorems 1, 2, and 3 of Mehta and Pate1 follow 
from Theorems 8, 4, and 6 respectively of Section 3. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 6 
LEMMA 1. SupposeR,>, ... a R,, C, 2 C,. Then 
is not maximul if R, - C, > R,. 
Proof. If R,aC, or C,aC,aR, or C,>,R,>R2>C2, then Y is not 
maximal by Theorem 5. If C, > R, > C, > R,, then the transpose of Y is 
majorized by 
[ 
R, 0 ... 0 R,+,-y Rk+2 ... R, 
0 R, ... R, Y 0 . . . 1 0 ’ 
whereR2+ ... + R, < C,, R, + . . . + Rk+l >, C,, k > 2. n 
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LEMMA 2. SupposeR, 2 . . . a R,, C, 2 . . . a Cc, R, a C,, r 3 2, c 2 3. 
Then 
isnotmuximulifx>C,, wherex=C,-R,-. 
PTOO~. If C,aR,+ ... +R,, then 
rc1 x + c, - c, c, 
Yl ! R2 k 
If C, 2 R,, then 
x+R, Gz G-R, Cd 
R, 
yl : 
R’ r-1 
0 0 R, 
If R, > C,, then 
x c, ... cm+1 1 [ x+R, R, T c, 
c, . . . cc 
1. 
. - R,. 
. . c, 
1. 
. . . c, 
c m+1-Y 
. . . cnl 1 Y ’ 
where Cz+ ... +C,rR,, Cz+ a.. +C,+,>R,, m>2. Therefore, we 
now assume that 
R,~c~>c,>R,~ -.. aR,>C,a ... >Cc ad C,<R,+ ... +R,. 
If x + C, 2 R,, then 
[ir “1 T[z3 c3]. 
102 
If x + c, + . . . +C,> R,>x+C,+ ... +CCkml, k>4, then 
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x c, . . . c, nl x + c, + . . . + c, 
Rr 1 [ < R,-C,- ... -C, C, ... C, 1 
Now, suppose x + C, + . . . +C,<R,.ThenR,-C,<R,andC,>R,-R, 
>,C,-R,=x+R,+...+R,~,>R,+...+R,~,=S,and 
Cl 0 c,-Y c,,, ‘.. c, 
42 
rrt 
Y-c 
I . R’ r-l (22-s c, .‘. Ckpl y 
where C, - S + C, + . . . +Ck_l<R,<Cz-S+C3+ ... t-C,, k>3. n 
Proof of Theorem 6. (c): Suppose xii f min{ R i, C, } for i = 1,. . , r. 
Then the first column consists of at least two positive elements, and there are 
at least two positive elements in row i if x,, > 0. Suppose xkl = max{ xii : 1 < 
i < r } and xkj > 0. By Lemma 1, 
can be majorized and X is not maximal. 
(b): If xii > 0, rlk > 0, j <: k, and xi1 = 0, 1 + j, k, then by Theorem 5 X 
cannot be maximal unless rlj = Ci. Suppose there are at least three positive 
elements in row 1 and xljfCj, j=l,...,c-1. There are at least two 
positive elements in column j if r i j > 0 and j < c - 1. Let x Ik = max{ xi j : 1 
< j < c - l}, and let Yi >, . . . >, yl, 1 > 1 be the other positive elements in 
column k. By Lemma 2, 
[ 
xri ... Xik ... Xl< 
Yl 
YI 
can be majorized and X is not maximal. 
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(a): If R,_, 2 C,, then C, > R, (if r > c) and Ri - Ci < C, for 1~ i, j < c 
- 1. By part (b) of the theorem and by induction, there is a permutation 
(r l,...,TCP, ) of (1,2,..., c - 1) such that xn j = Cj. Therefore x 
=R - 
Cj, 1 < j < c - 1, and xic = R i, i > c. The c&clusion now follow:‘iecauiA 
@T*-CW..JL_, -c,_,) 1 (R._,-c,,...,R,-c,_,). n 
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